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K-NET

WHAT IT’S FOR

K-NET is also suitable for copper, steel and stainless steel surface descaling.

K-NET iK-NET is a strongly inhibited acid descaler with fast action used for the 
removal removal of the calcareous patina that is created from water hardness 
inside thermal plants such as boilers.

Enter the solution in the system and let it circulate for a few moments in order to 
reach the entire extension.

Instantly dissolves any deposits of limestone or silica origin from thermal systems 
(which does not corrode in anyway),radiators, cooling circuits, heat exchangers.

DESCRIPTION

Dilute K-NET in water from 1:5 to 1:10 depending on the amount of limestone to be 
removed.

METHOD OF USE

The product is pink in color and the change to yellow-orange range identifies the 
next exhaustion. To verify that descaling has taken place, add another product 
checking that its colour will change to pink in both entry and exit.

NETTEX
BUILDING SOLUTIONS

MANUTENZIONE

K-NET
disincrostante ad azione rapida
per caldaie boiler e serpentine

PACKAGING

10 lt. tank  25 lt. tank
1 lt. bottle  5 lt. tank

K-NET contains hydrochloric acid, handle 
with care, keep in a locked place and out of 
reach of children. 
It must be applied in compliance with all the 
safety regulations provided for by the laws in 
force, present on the Product Safety Data 
Sheet (MSDS).

WARNINGS

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Appearance liquid
Colore  colourless
Odour  slight  pungent odour
Specific gravity  1,06 kg./lt. approx
Ph  1-2 approx
Water solubility >90%

Store the product upright, in a dry and well 
ventilated place indoors at a temperature of 
between +5°C and +35°C. in its original 
packaging for up to 12 months.

STORAGE AND SHELF-LIFE

RAPID ACTION, color changer DESCALER  for heaters,
boilers and coils

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based on our current knowledge. It is only an indication and is in no way binding, particularly as 
regards infringement of or prejudice to third party rights through the use of our products. FOUR GROUP S.r.l. guarantees that its products comply with its sales 
specifications. This information must on no account be used as a substitute for necessary prior tests which alone can ensure that a product is suitable for given use. Users 
are responsible for ensuring compliance with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Users are requested to check that they 
are in possession of the latest version of this document and FOUR GROUP S.r.l. is at their disposal to supply any additional information.
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